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Words That Count
At Context Content we specialize in delivering impactful and insightful content
that speaks directly to your audiences and achieves your business objectives.
We empower clients to take ownership of their message through carefully crafted
marketing aimed at educating and engaging target stakeholders — be they
investors, clients, prospects, regulators, suppliers or journalists.
Whether you are involved in a transaction such as M&A, an IPO or fundraising, or
are targeting brand building, media relations, crisis mitigation or internal
communications, our team utilizes all media/marketing channels to craft your
story through proprietary content.
Our clients gain an edge by tapping our skills in editorial, podcasts, blogs, online
video, design, infographics, social media and just about any other kind of
marketing material to elevate their public relations eﬀorts to unprecedented levels.

content marketing | bylined articles | online videos | blogs
podcasts | media relations | financial communications

approach and capabilities

https://
www.contextcontentllc.
com/post/from-meh-toepic-the-art-of-onlinevideo

Timely bylined op-eds in
prestigious global media
such as the Financial
Times, the Wall Street

Click above for a short video on how to improve your online content.

Journal and Bloomberg
are a powerful content

At Context Content, our focus is on driving media engagement and

marketing tool. Click to

public relations through original, high-quality content creation,

access PDFs of articles

including elements such as thought-provoking op-eds, blogs,

that are behind paywalls.

online videos, podcasts, social media posts and infographics.
Among the key advantages Context Content clients enjoy is the ability to tap into our capital markets
and financial journalism experience, which allows us to speedily produce timely and insightful analyses
on myriad topics across multiple asset classes while events are at the top of the news cycle.
Through scintillating storytelling, we boost our clients’ reputations as credible and trustworthy
disruptors, pioneers, visionaries or innovators.

disruptor | pioneer | visionary | innovator

principals
Candace Carpenter has more than
Dex McLuskey worked as a reporter
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and editor for Bloomberg in London,
and financial communications
Dallas and New York City covering
working for clients including the
topics including technology, politics,
Chicago Board of Trade, London Stock Exchange
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sovereign and corporate debt, and sports business. and the Bond Market Association.
She rose to company director at Gavin
At Janus Henderson Investors in Colorado he
Anderson
& Co. in London, where she led the
developed a comprehensive digital content and
financial
services
practice and worked on
marketing communications strategy that raised the
transactions
such
as M&A and IPOs. She was
company’s profile to unprecedented levels.
previously
a
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and editor for Bloomberg in
Through this award-winning work it became
London
and
New
York
City.
apparent that there was a significant demand for
high-quality written, video and audio content as a
way to drive media relations and to serve as the
backbone of digital marketing activity.

Candace holds a Masters in Journalism from
Northwestern University’s Medill School and is a
Board Member for CASA of the Continental Divide.

Contact Dex at 720-251-4627 or
dmcluskey@contextcontentllc.com

Contact Candace at 720-319-8166 or
ckcarpenter@contextcontentllc.com

recent projects

Product Launch
A major ongoing project is creating and
implementing the communications and
marketing strategy for the launch of a
mobile Software-as-a-Service platform
for leading data analytics provider
Buxton. Content creation including
bylined op-eds act as the springboard
to drive the media and public relations
portions of the strategy and to build
awareness of Live Mobile Insights in key
markets including commercial realestate, REITs and real-estate
investments, retail, restaurants, tourism
and city government.

Content Creation
Part of our regular work is the creation of content
including website articles and monthly byline op-eds for
publishers such as Think Advisor on behalf of 361 Capital,
a boutique quantitative asset manager specializing in
Liquid Alternative strategies such as Long-Short Equity,
Managed Futures and Market Neutral funds.

Website
New York-based pension manager Church
Pension Group retained us to produce all
the content for their new website,
including main product pages, landing
pages, brochures, fact sheets and bylines
to build awareness of the site.

creative | engaging | entertaining | dynamic

The road to context content
Dex earned the Janus
Henderson Excellence in
Marketing Award (below
right) in 2018 for his content
creation work for the
company’s Disruption
campaign. He originated
ideas for and wrote blogs
(below); storyboarded and scripted online ads and videos
(above); and researched, scripted, conducted interviews for and
narrated radio-style podcasts and vlogs (far right and bottom far
right). He also headed up media relations eﬀorts, which included
researching, writing and placing byline articles in key media
(below middle).

Janus Henderson is not a client of Context Content.

online video | audio podcasts | written articles | social media
A central aspect of Dex’s marketing strategy when he
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was Senior Director of Communications at Janus
Henderson was to use original content to build the
profile of the company via thought
leadership.
He tapped his extensive contacts in
the financial media in the U.S. and
Europe to establish portfolio
managers, analysts and executives
as regular contributors via op-eds.
Dex then researched and wrote
articles on a wide range of topics
including technology, health care,
bonds, industrials, consumer

staples and discretionary, macro

economics, and energy. Click on images for links to
original articles.

